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Loudness of Speaki.g: Th. Effect of the Intensity of
Side-tone upon the IntensitW of the Speaker

Summar

SSixteen subjects read intelligibility tests while wearing headphones.
Each subject read four tests, one at each of four levels of intensity
of the side-tone in his headphones. A constant level of background
noise was in the headphones, only the amplification of the speaker-in-
duced signal varying. A panel of listeners heard the recordings, in
a noise-filled room (110-114 db) in the manner of an intelligibility
test. Also through the tracings of a graphic level recorder the inten-
sity of the speaker's readings of the test items was measured. Ana-
lysis showed that speaker increased-in vocal intensity with diminished
side-tones, and that intelligibility scores likewise increased whan the
speaker heard less intense side-tones.

1. Introduction and Method

Flight students frequently find the experiences of a side-tone

bothersome when they begin to talk over aircraft radio and interphone,

1'any of them learn with surprise that their home telephones have such

a speaker signal, although considerably attenuated. Later the student

is taught to use the side-tone advantageously. It becomes his guide

to vocal intensity as he talks loudly enough to produce a "good, strong

side-tone." It and kinestheti' sensations are his only aids to proper

voice intensity when the noise of the cockpit completely masks his air-

conducted speaking.

Two reltted questions artse, Does the level of amplification or

intensity of the side-tone affect the intensity with uhich the upeaker

talks? Does it affect his intelligibility? This report finds thbt

levol of side-tone affects both,

Sixteen naval officers served as subjects. Each one read four

list? from lists 1-12 (Form A) and 1-4 (Form B) of the Voice Communica-

tio¶ Laboratoryr Multiplc-Choice Intelligibility Test? Thus in reading,
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each list was used by four talkers, or, putting it differently the first

four readers used lists 1-16; the second four used the same lists, etc.

The talkers used carbon hand-held service microphones. A technician

T instructed the readers in standard placement of the microphone (lightly

touching the lips) and, using a simulated test, paced them in optimal

speed of reading an intelligibility test.

The reader wore a service headset with conventional dynamic head-

phones and doughnut ear cushions. A constant level of in-circuit noise

was in the headphones all of the time, comparable to that induced by an

matching
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Figure 1. Diagram of the equipment used
for controlling speakerts side-tone and
recording intensityr and signals.
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open microphone in an airplane. Four conditions of side-tone strength

accompanied the reading of the four lists. These were varied from list

to list by adjusting the output of a Presto amplifier in the circuit.

AttenuAtion from a constant high output of the Presto amplifier (8 db

below maximum) was in steps, 0, 14, 27, and 38 db. Two of these 'were

above and two below the "fixed" output level of tho interphone aýn§. Yi zr

in basic training planes. The lowest level produced a discernibl.

side-tone only with loud talking. (The click of the microphone ro r ..- A

audible.) The order of side-tone conditions was rotated from sp.Ž'b'•

to speaker: 1, 2, 3, 4; 2, 3, 4, 1; 3, 4, 1, 2; etc. (See Figure I for

diagram of "speaker" equipment.)

The microphone signal led from a mixer to a graphic level recorder

and to the Presto line amplifier (for recording) and to the Presto pDov&r

amplifier serving the talker's headphones..

The recordings were played back to panels of 12 listeners. I'he 16

subjects served as listeners. In different combinations of 12's, they

comprised four listening panels. Each panel hesrd the 16 lists road

once. No listener heard himself. Standard listener forms weru used for

recording thi responses of listeners in the multiple-choice test. Tnt.

listeners h;ard .thu recordings through headphones and with one level of

amplification. Simulated airplane noise (110-114 db) filled thc; rccoi.

(Sec Figure 2 for diagraui of "listener" equi~innt.)

Results

Thc spuakers ert progorssively both more intense and more intelli-

gible as thuir side-torne was diminished in inters'.t.y. Thu means rf the

two measures for thý different side-tone conditions appear in Tahlc

I and Figure 3. Best Available Copy
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Figure 2. Diagram of the ecuipm~ient
for listening to recorded intelli-
gibility tests.

The first factor under test was the effect of different side-tone

levels on the intelligibility of the speakers. A simple analysis of var-

inace, surraniarized in Table IIa indicated that side-tone variance was signi-

ficant and listening panel variances non-significant. In other words,

intelligibility scores were affected differentially by side-tone level.

Ti~s anal ysls wns ntcrfomed from the intelligibility scores assigned the

speakers by the fourpanels and representedthe nain mnalysis. In it the

denominator used in the determination of the F-ratio r'as the interaction

variance of side-tones and listening panels. Since the panels were not

made up entirely of the same listeners a further investigation was made

of the panels. A summarv of an analysis of variance of each panel is

shovm in Table IIb (and with interaction-values that relnte to listen,rr
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TABLE I

Measures of intelligibility and relative
intensity of speaker when talking with
varying conditions of side-tone intensity.
N, subjects, 16.

Side-tone condition as in- .Mean intensity
dicated by attenuation of Mean % from graphic
full amplifier output Intelligibility S.D. level recorder S.D.

0 db 56.4 15.9 41.92 10.8

-14 db 62.9 11.2 48.02 7.0

-27 db 68.8 7.6 52.88 4.9

-38 db 76.3 6.0 54.89 3.3

pooled, in Table IIc.) The point of the analysis was primarily to study the

relationship between the different Panels and side-tonesxspeakers, and

to find whether the panels were the same or different. Interactions in-.

volving listeners were of relatively small magnitude throughout. They

were, therefore, combined to form error terms for assessing the signifi-

cance of variations in each panel. Side-tone x speaker interaction was

significantly greater than error in all panels as shown in Table IIc.

Also it is apparent in th._ Table th3t varianc,s attributed to side-tones

and to spcaktrs wert. of greater magnitude in each panel than that attri-

buted to listeners.

Two tests were made to determine whether the paneI3 were th:, svme.

Bartlett's chi-square test was applied to the mean total variation among

the listeninp,, •arei..... -This showed them to be the '":nme" (chi-zcijare = 3.31; )
5%, 7.82). The sa- t-st was applied to si4r-&-f. '.ni3L~ihs ;:':.r the

four listuning panels; it showed side-tone rarian-e to be the "s't.!,c''

(chi-square = 3.62; 5%, 7.82). (These aro essentially the procedures that
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one would follow in determining the homogeneity of data from. duplicated

experiments that he might wish to combine.) The"listening panels proving

to be the "same"1 , a combination error term (variance) was established by

adding the sums of souares for the speaker x side-tone interaction. Thu

interaction variance in Table Ha (3059.86) proved significantly greater

than the combined error term (49.98). The significance of this value is

illuminating in attributing the interaction variances to their sources and

evaluating the nature of the intcraction. The 2anel x side-tone interac-

tion includes a largo portion of thL varAance attributable to individual

speakcrs-listenvrs, ?nd is significantly greater than the interaction

variances for these effect, in the single panels. The listening panels

being thu same, the panels x side-tones varianca represents a conserva-

tive error ter!m1 for the main analysis--one in which the presence of inter-

action can be assumed,

The second factor under test vias whether side-tone level affected

intensity of voice. The analysis for this wns not conplicated by a lis-

tening vnriable. In the multiple--choice intelligibility test the spuakor

says three successive words (items) in a group as a2Ae baker light and

the listenur's form has four choices for each of the words. There arc

"eight such word groups in a spcaker's test. The intensity of the spoken

word group anpuars on the vraphic level recording as three distinct ex-

cursions of tho stylus. The median of thQ three intensities so repre-

sented was taken as represcntntive of th,: int.ensity of the word group

for measurements and com utations of the present study; thus the mean in-

tensities in Table I wurc com:-uted from the means of eight mndians for

each speaker. The median intensity of each of the 24 word grou-s that

were road by 16 speýakers .rovided the basis for an analysis of variance:

side-tonds (4), median for the word groups at each side-tone (8), -ri



TABLE II

Surblary of analysis of variance: intelligibility
scores from four panels of listeners each of which
heard four speakers who read intelligibility tests
while hearing successively four levels of side-tones.

a. variance with all p~nels combined

Source of variation d.f. Variance

Listening panels (p) 3 5462.91
Side-tones (s) 3 38030.08
Remainder (pxs) 9 3059.86

F, Vs/VpXs = 12.43 (1%, 6.99)

F, Vpxs/error' = 6.13 (1%, 2.94; d.f. 9 and 36 d.f.)

b. variance for each listening nanel:

side-tones, speakers, listeners

Source of variation d.f. Panel a Panel b Panel c Pazuel d

Side-tones (s) 3 89.67 128.74 170.75 594.38
Speaki.;rs Ci) 3 148.06 162.72 145.26 386.51
Listeners (1) 11 54.79 65.12 91.76 124.73
Fxi, 9 25.20 23.71 37.50 113.17
sxl 33 4.42 3.63 11.28 14.03
ixl 33 1.88 8.27 11.50 5.73
sxixl 99 4.30 4.11 1.78 3.34

c. same as b with listener interaction
combined (rnmaindei)

Source of variation d.f. Panel a Panel b Panel c Panel d

Side-tones (s) 3 89.67 128.74 170.75 594.38
Speýakurs (i) 3 148.06 1.62.72 145.26 336.51
Listenurs (1) 11 54.79 65.12 91.76 12/.73
sxi 9 25.20 23.71 37.50 113.17
Iicmaindcr (r) 165 7.23 4.85 5.61 5.95

F, Vxi/Vr (17, 2.50) 3.49 4.89 6.68 19.01

c. comparison of means

Mean (diff.) t, from distributions of differences

Side-tones 1-2 2.02
2-3 2.58
3-4 4.47

(1% . 5%, 2.13)

•See text
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and speakers (16). A-sumnary of the analysis of variance appears in Table

II,* The effeet of the level of the side-týone upon vocal intensity is

apparent. As the side-tone is lowered the intensity of the speaker increases*

() The four levels of side-tones were selected arbitrarily. Although in

casual tests they aopeared to 'be equally separated this was not established.

Moreover, the measures of attenuation were at the output of the amplifier

and not necessarily measures of the output of the headphones. Tests for

linearity, therefore, were not indicated. However, the comparisons did pro-

TABLE III

Suzraary of analysis of variance: vocal inten-
sity of speakers while reading four lists of
phrases (eight phrases per list), ind hearing
a different level of intensity of the side-tone
with each list. N, speakers, 16.

a. analysis of ýdb measurement. 1°Sound

A-.aratus "Graphic Leve,-Recorder)

Source of variation d.f. Variance

Side-tones (s) 3 3863.16
Phrases (p) 7 12.57
Speakers (sp) 15 1050.55
sxp 21 24.08
sxsp 45 192.11
pxYp 105 14.97
sxpx-sp 315 15.44

0',al51

F., Vs• sps 1.56 15 , 161,

F, Vs/Vsxsp = 20.11 (1%, 4.26)

F, VV x 5.47 (1%, 2.42)sp/sxs

b comparison cf means

Me.an diff) t, froi tr itionsf differenres
Side-tone 1-2 3.23

2-3 4.01
3-14 1.*~3

(1%, 2.95; 5A, 2.13)

m • • •' , m i3i
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vide for a tost for similarity of trend. The hypothesis under test was

that alterations in side-tone level affected output of vocal intensity

and speaker intelligibility score in the same manmer. A summary of the

analysis of trend appears in Table IV. F in the analysis was less thanx

unity establishing the probAbility of similar trends in the two effects of

varying side-tone levels.

TABLE IV

Sumiary of analysis of variance: intensity level
of oral reading and intelligibility scores attend-
ing four levels of side-tone compared in trend.
N, speakers, 16.

Source of variation d.f. _ Wriance

Intensity vs. intelli-
gibility zcores (in) 1 8881.11

Speakers (i) 15 345c19

Side-tones (W) 3 159.94

in x i 15 61-.60

in x s 3 75.86

i x s 45 13.70

i x in x s 45 83.99

F, Vixin/Vixinxs less than unity

Discussion

The results of th.3 experiment are interestirg when ccmnpreed "fth

those of other exr -.ets related to vocal intensit,. It has been found

thpt listener-speakers resnon. rh greater intonsiZy as they hear more

intense signals. This relation obtains for all except vex- ,a" a sign2 E

4_ý



and is apparent when the signals are no more than 3-4 db different in in-

tensity. It is etipecially noticeable in responses to high signal levels.

And it is present both when subj ects hear and repeat words and when they

hear and answer questions. Applying the principle to side-tones one might

expect that the louder a speaker heard himself the louder he would talk.

The reverse is true. When the ability to control the side-tone lies in

the manipulation of the listener-speaker's own voice he talks in a manner to

decrease an intense sensation at the ear and augment a weak one. T'e ef-

fect is comparable to the tendency of some hard-of-hearing people to talk

louder as deafness progresses.

In part this is comparable to an experiment in another laboratory.

Two groups of listeners listened4 to identical voice signals. One group

was permitted to adjust the amplification of the signal to an optimal

level for intelligibility; the other group always heard intense signals.

There were two results: the listeners who were able to do so attenuated

the signal level; the listeners who heard tie signals with greater intensity

made the higher listener scores. Similarly in the present study, as the

speakers avoided unpleasant side-tones they became less intelligible to

listeners. The experience of comfort and the self-evaluation of optimal

intensity for communication are not valid guides.

Conclusion

Spcakers who hear their oam voices over headphones concurrently with

their talking adjust their vocal intensity in a manner that compensates

for the level of the side-tone. The more intense the side-tone, the less

intensely the speaker talks. The relati onship between the two values s .s

apparently close, the same in trend. This affects the degree to wivh.cl he

is understood. In the interests of good communication, the side-ton,
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should be attenuated as much as p-ossibl.

Appendix: Notes affecting intelligi-

bility testing

This study provided data about two questions relevant to testing in-

telligibility. The first may be a matter of general concern in such

testing. Under circumstances such as presented in this study, with a lis-

tener hearing the spme lists of words three tines, including lists that

he has previously read, does familiarity with the test affect the scores

that he assigns to tho speakers? Apparently not. The group of listeners

gave the same mean scores to the lists th--t they had read and to the lists

they had not read-61.4 in both instances.

The second question is relevant. only to the multiple-choice intelligi-

bility test. In reading three words in a test phrase does a speaker talk

with different intansit: when saying the first, second, and third words.

The summery of an analysis of variance was made of the intensity of 16

speakers reading four tests each, with eight word groups per test. Al-

though, as would be expected, there was significant variation among speakers,

the F-ratio for items within word groups was non-significant. The masxn

effects in the analysis were speakers and word items and the remainder

was the interaction between these two.


